
I'm not from USA, can I order ?
- Yes you can. We ship to all over the world daily.
Is this site legit, real ?
- if you don't believe us just place small order first so you can check us and we bet you will order
again ! ;) Also feel free to check our reviews, they are over 950 and growing!
Are your products real ?
- Yep, we are the manufacturers
Do you offer any price discounts ?
- when it's over 1 000 $ US dollars, we can offer a price discount. Contact us!
Can I track my order ?
- yeah, we can provide your tracking number and after 5th days since it's shipped you can track it
easily.
How can I trust you ? Are you legit ? Reviews ?
- most of our customers checked us first by small order, this is how it works. We're not selling
candies, we sell real gear and this is not easy.
How do you ship orders, how is it packed ?
- Discretion is on highest level, no one will EVER knows what you ordered. We're deleting all
information, track of payments to keep you ( customer ) SAFE.
- How? Our method is our method, we're not sharing any info, after you receive product you will
find out how ( we prefer classic post because of success, safety )
Why are prices so low ?
- Our gear is not from 5th hand. We've got roids straight from sources ( labs ) which made them so
we can offer appropriate prices for illegal, real substances.
I want to order in bulk, is it possible, safe ?
- Yes, it's. Contact us for further information.
Where do you ship from ?
- Hongkong,Shenzhen,Shanghai
When will be my order shipped ?
We ship one time per week from secure reasons. Please respect it. Our delivery success rate is
close to 99% so we know what to do.
When can I ask for a track code?
- after your order status says " shipped " feel free to ask for a track code, mention your order
number and we will reply back.
How long does it take to USA ?
- usually 7-20 days, if usps is late and this happens sometimes, up to 30 days.
Delivery time to Europe?
- Usually 3-5 working days. Few countries 5-10 days
Do you ship to Canada and Australia?
Yes, we do. The delivery success rate is 90%. We do not guarantee delivery.
Do you offer drop shipping services?
Yes, we do. Email us for further information.
What happens if my order will not come ?
- if mistake happens on postal services side because of provided bad or not full address, we do not.
When order is stopped, even if it doesn't happen, I will give you money back or reship your order



with smile on my face.
Omg, he's not responding! What do I do now?
- keep calm, open your spam folder or wait because I work at Beijing timezone and I do eat, sleep
as well. Usually I reply to all emails max. in 24 hours, at most cases in 12 hours.
Do I get any price discounts when I'm a good customer?
- sure, we send voucher codes on regular basic as we appreciate every one customer who's dealing
with us. If you recommend us to your friends via our referal program, you will get price discount
too.


